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The New Coast
The ideas competition of Nordhavnen is launched prior to the United Nation’s Climate Change Conference COP15.
Simultaneously there is an ongoing global discourse on the consequences of climatic change, escalating urbanism and the
destruction of natural- and production landscapes. An increased global awareness demands a new discourse about
the relationship between man and nature. In Copenhagen for the past 60 years the Finger plan has been a guiding image
of the relationship between the city’s growth and the city’s landscape. In the same period there has been an extensive
reshaping and refilling alongside the city’s waterfront, areas that in our post-industrial era have been liberated to embody a
new modern urbanity.
Nordhavnen stretches far into the Øresund strait, an ocean zone that Peder Agger (the chairman of the Danish Council
of Ethics) defines as a biotope in need of healing. This reality demands a dramatic reformulation of the thinking
around Copenhagen’s industrial dumps. In our project we define such a reformulating strategy as ‘Edge Dynamics’
and ‘Archipelago of Biodiversity’. The strategy is explored as a thesis from Nordhavnen, over the Refshaleøen, to
the example Øst-Amager Strandpark. This urban-littoral zone is where this new landscape takes shape like an extrovert
hand towards the Øresund Strait.
” The Implications of this new definition of waterfronts is that they can no longer be seen as narrowly defined terrestrial
margins, but rather as fluid Zones, subject to forces and circumstances (…) The littoral Zone is the Zone in which these forces
are most actively engaged. We argue that the future for the contemporary waterfront lies within this rethinking, the opening of
new design possibilities through an understanding of and privileging of the different hydrological forces at work in the littoral
zone…”
				
”Littoral machines, how waterfronts becomes coasts”

				
				

IFLA 2008 Proceedings of the 45th World Congress of the International Federation of
Landscape Architects – “Transforming with Water”

Bridging – and Branding
The competition of Ørestaden in 1994 can be seen as Copenhagen’s urban answer to the Öresund Bridge project. The
program for Ørestaden was as ambitious as for Nordhavnen, but in a different time. Here the ambitions of Copenhagen as an
important city in a European economic picture were dominant (new Docklands etc.) The ideal world of Ørestaden, as a line of
growth out towards Amager’s periphery, have not however been sustained in dialogue with the larger image of the city. More
interesting urban developments have taken place in other parts of Copenhagen, and ideas and ambitions have disintegrated
in Ørestaden’s era.
Nordhavnen has now been designated as the place for seven present ambition’s criteria summed up as ‘The
Sustainable City of the Future’. As in Ørestaden a linear direction of development has been chosen, but this time
directly into the Øresund Strait, functioning as a game board for these ambitions. The program’s statement is that all
ambitions that have not taken place other places will happen here, - not unlike the ‘best of all’-programs for Ørestaden.

Pre COP 15 - Uncertainty in the larger geography and time
In the contest program the development of Nordhavnen is motivated by Copenhagen’s future increase in population, and by
the fact that other areas are filled up faster than one thought prior. The program’s dialogue is limited to other closely located
development zones as Ørestaden, the Carlsberg area and Kløvermarken.
Nordhavnen must be explored and developed in a larger picture, where both the global as well as the regional context
are at work. The idea of the Øresund region opens for an image where Nordhavnen enters into a dialogue with events
and developments in a geographically larger region; in Malmö with Bo01, the new metro and the urban development project
in Hyllie, and in Helsingborg with the development of Norra hamnen and H+.
There is a kind of conversation, if not an exchange, between these initiatives as markers in the possible future metropolis
image of Øresund. There is every possible reason for developers and developing constellations to look aside.
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The aftermath of COP 15
In the era ‘after COP 15’ it is possible to picture a new type of discourse about cities’ and landscapes’ development that
might proceed in other directions than the presumed ideal, linear urban development of an ideal site. Such an enlarged
perspective, this essential side view, is difficult to trace in the competition program for Nordhavnen.
In the two first diagrams to the right, illustrating the regional dialogue between Denmark and Sweden up until COP
15, one clearly sees a hyper attention in both politics and development about current projects. In the third diagram it is
claimed that the different projects cannot be seen on the site alone, nor in their close city surroundings, but that every single
project developed in the region must relate to a larger geographical picture and a larger time frame. It is a fact that the region
can absorb a large growth; compared to Holland the entire Ring City (‘the green heart’) with approximately 7 million people
can be ‘relocated’ to the Øresund region (‘the blue heart’).
The region of Øresund can be seen as a complex dynamic of events. Additionally in Nordhavnen after COP 15, a
renewed ecological reflection must characterize both the natural-, the production- and the urban landscape. The ambitions
are several, but the future insecurities on every level are larger. In Nordhavnen this means, ‘not to be able to predict time,
but to use time as a material’. In such a dialogue between ambition and insecurity the fundamental structure
of Nordhavnen might contribute to adjust urban conditions on several levels: - locally in Nordhavnen, in a larger picture
containing all the large landfillings in Copenhagen, in a larger timeframe and geography embracing events in the entire region,
in the Øresund metropolis’s future containing limitless exchanges and high velocity networks, and not the least in a global
discussion about urban sustainable development.

bridging and branding

To adapt one’s own Landscape versus linear growth in the Seascape
Our intention is to cultivate a landscape in the seascape following a different development strategy than what is
intended to be built. A landscape, which it is meaningful for City & Port to adapt and develop relatively independent of all
the insecurities in the era of Nordhavnen. Nobody can see or trace local and global impacts on Nordhavnen in a 50-year
perspective, but we can, by establishing the landscape as the foreground in the entire era, launch an appearing
Nordhavnen, which will increase in attraction and experience in a continuous experimental dialogue with the
Øresund Strait. This is how Nordhavnen’s identity can and must function on all levels – in time.
We introduce the ‘Excentral Park’ and the ‘Archipelago of Biodiversity’ as landscape considerations
addressing the entire Øresund metropolis and its ‘blue heart’.
When the landscape is adapted and the outer biotope developed this in itself will establish Nordhavnen as a possible
‘Icon of Sustainability’. A new future regional transport net will emphasize the dialogue with the entire population of
the metropolis, and Nordhavnen might become a visitors place of the first order.
For City & Port this may for instance mean that within a strategy for Nordhavnen as a ‘Sustainable Marathon’,
one establishes an ‘International Centre for Landscape Change’ (analogous to City & Port’s event-unit) which
continuously establishes new landscapes in a sustainable strategy and takes the role as ‘The Global Gardener’ (ref.
Gilles Clément). When the landscape-event has taken place and the landscape develops on its own, it offers resistance,
gives shape and prepares for change – becoming a future landscape, an ‘Icon of Sustainability’ which both challenges
and invites the citizens of Copenhagen and Nordhavnen’s future inhabitants. Events in the landscape we call ‘Points of
Departure’ as points, fields and structures, which will displace and influence the coming cityscape. 1003 years of Danish
excellence in landscape architecture can be challenged in Nordhavnen (ref. ‘Danish Landscape Architecture’, Annemarie
Lund). A situationist approach can be launched as small and large-scale interventions in time.

PRE COP 15

the dynamics of
small biotopes

sandstorm in skåne due
to farming methods

musicon

discharges
in øresund

the aftermath of cop 15
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The Structure Plan – an exploration

Certain elasticity related to different futures charges all the explorations in The Structure Plan. It is
never a complete picture, but can be seen as cartography over the possibilities embedded in the
concept’s fundamental structure. A fundamental structure which addresses several scales of time
and geography and which has as its intention that this 50 year long development of Norhavnen from
day 1 will become a visitors place of the first order for the inhabitants of the Øresund region.
The Basic Structure consists of:

Points of Departure - PoDs

Points of Departure

With the concept of Points of Departure enters the possibility of exploring
‘everything that comes in our way’, which introduces a programming in
Nordhavnen that takes as a guideline the different logics and opportunities
that bring into being forces and economies that are not the dominating
ones, in developer-run project management. This strategy includes all
interesting existing features in Nordhavnen; landscape, built-up structure,
activity and shoreline. The concept of Pods creates possible intermediate
landscapes and actions in the whole era of Nordhavnen.

PoDs

Excentral Park – Edge Dynamics

Excentral Park defines a continuous alternating dynamic passage between
all encounters with the seascape. Programmatically this 100 meter wide
field is charged with a multitude of functions as sports installations, schools,
kindergardens, community centres, public facilities and every possible life
form in the passage between land and water. It is a continuous changing
biotope in the context of the New Coast.

Excentral Park
edge dynamics

Archipelago of
			 Biodiversity

Excentral Park – the Archipelago of Biodiversity

Archipelago of Biodiversity is to be established in a continuous advanced
marine design process where the entire exclusive Danish architectural
landscape-tradition unfolds and a life-giving littoral and sublittoral zone
becomes an arena for the rethinking of the urban land-scape’s relationship
to the Øresund Strait – a pilot project. Herein possibly included a future
container terminal in the period of the structural plan.

The Spine

The Spine - a Layered Field of Movement

a Layered Field of
				 Movement
The Spatial Concept - a Pattern that Connects
Spatial Concept
Pattern that connects
The inner landscape can absorb and give form to every type of mechanical
movement linking Nordhavnen to the larger urban landscape. The Spine
is a park structure of layered landscape, a place where all speeds meet,
inviting soft programmes, functions and activities.

The future connectors, paths, streets etc are multifaceted connecting
networks that can be developed to a creative foundation cartography (an
engraving of time) for both intermediate activities, intermediate landscapes,
fixed landscapes and built structures both on a short and larger timescale.

Energy Space

All required energy is produced locally in Nordhavnen, as part
of a regional exchange energy network. The main source is
‘anchoring’ Nordhavnen to its sea bottom, through an aquifer
system. Organic waste is transformed to energy through a
biogas refinery. Recyclable waste is treated locally. ‘Every
straw’ is used, supported by solar cells and small scale wind
energy production. Built formations distributed in the appearing
landscape is a new topos of sustainability. All these visible and
invisible networks and actions create the basic structure –
Energy Space.

Energy Space
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Points of Departure / PoDs – Activating the Field
Activating the Field is to create a ‘hyper responsive
one can return to, charge with energy and follow in time.

milieu’ where it is possible to leave an imprint – something that

- The dynamics of small cultures
The urban utopia created for Nordhavnen comprises a diversity of small cultures and programmes not easily attainable
in usual developer-run processes. In the competition programme for Nordhavnen both Århusgade and Fiskerihavnen are
mentioned as ideal milieus one wants to preserve in the coming plan.
In our strategy for Nordhavnen we insert small enclaves (sociotopes) of free, imaginative and provocative structures to be
established now, and continuously, - independent of the plan’s timelines. These Points of Departure can be seen as
embedded resistance and meaning in the future urban fabric. The coming urban structure has to embrace and meet these
programs in the same way as the Barcelona Cerda-plan is dispersed in the meeting with the old village of Gracia and Paris’
Haussmann axes deviate when meeting ‘les buttes’ (aux Cailles/Montmartre). Strategically this is a new way to establish
constructive resistance in large urban projects, learning from historical urban renewal processes.
Complex, dynamic fields of life forms and accumulated knowledge exist on several levels in Copenhagen and its region.
Through such action this may evolve into a sustainable voice in the urban development process, and at the same time
disturb a unilateral and defined developer-run process and imprint it with new meaning. This evidently is true for those people
who through time will settle in the area, but also for those landscape structures and events, which will be initiated.
In planning terms it represents the importance of weaker economies and voices that, allowed to work on all timescales in
Nordhavnen, represent an archipelago of formative opportunities in a constructive resistance to all linear development. This
gives us the possibility to create what the voices of the citizens express as: “No-regulation Zones”, “Use temporary functions
and features”, “A bit rough, messy and unpolished, it would be great to be able to plan the unpolished”, “The unexpected is
attractive”.

PoD - Points of Departure
free enclaves / urban woods / urban agriculture

-Urban woods
In preserved places within a demarcation one invites to tree planting. This might be initiated somehow as a land art
experience from the start and provides a possibility for the inhabitants of Copenhagen to acquire a physical and mental
belonging to Nordhavnen. In the later urban development the woods planted will yield resistance in the structures and
become programmatic crossings. The urban woods of Nordhavnen will belong to the mythical narrative constituting the
identity of Nordhavnen from the beginning.
THE NEW COAST
introducing connections,
Excentral Park and the
archipelago of biodiversity,
shopping districts and
community centres

-Urban gardening and agriculture
In citizen meetings, quoted in the competition programme, strong wishes arose: ”Nordhavn might become the green part of
town”, or as a field which ”one might set aside for experimentation”.
In a demarcation of fields and lines, an urban farming and gardening strategy can be explored with two options: Cleaning
the infected ground over time and establishing temporal, seasonal large scale qualities in the global field Nordhavnen –
gardens of urban delight.
Both Excentral Park and the delimited fields for built–up structures will in time be introduced for intermediate actions,
landscapes and programs that due to its quality might give a long term impact on the spatial concept, - to be formulating
Points of Departure.

Excentral Park (EXP) - Edge Dynamics
The industrial landfill Nordhavnen is ‘a thin fragile skin in the seascape’. The passage between water and land,
and the water itself, is the main field of action, which has lacked focus and attention as a borderland. Our concept marks
all the water passages of Nordhavnen as a landscape of its own in a dynamic dialogue with the seascape. Herein
included climatic change, storms, earth erosion, increase of sea level, seascape and landscape as meeting biotopes,
and the sea as energy space and food chamber. In this border situation it is correct to consider the use of sea and the
use of landscape in dialogue to one another.
Excentral Park as such a concept can take part in any form of description of this field, because it follows different time
lines than those built. It enters a conversation of its own with the seascape.
It can also be seen as the seascape itself. It is related to earlier political ideas about the ‘seafront being public
space’ – a political understanding that now can be renewed. The Excentral Park encircles larger areas that in time can
contain built up structures, but at the same time it evolves into biotopes, landscapes, wet lands, cleaning systems, storm
water pools, cultivated land, woods and protective forms.

EXP - Excentral Park
public facilities

Excentral Park has no linear development, but is constantly and simultaneously developed from several points.
It embodies existing fields of energy as Århusgade, Fiskerihavnen, the cultural port Docken, pre-existing woods and
green fields, and adjusts so that new functions and programs have the possibility to ‘vibrate’ and work in the total picture.
Excentral Park offers a pluralistic and generous field of development for the public, independently of the appearing
cityscape.

EXP - Excentral Park
edge dynamics
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soft barrier

The total area in the archipelago,
included infill for container
terminal, is 140 hectares.

energy
island
The bay island is
elastic in its nature.
It is an option to design
it wider if needed in the
next step. (dotted line
shows 90 hectares)

bay island

intermediate container terminal
63 hectares / 80 hectares

future green
pastures

Excentral Park – Archipelago of Biodiversity
The littoral and sublittoral zone of the Øresund Strait have been defined as the area of examination. In Nordhavnen
and along the littoral zone one introduces an archipelago of artificial ‘Islands of Biodiversity’. In the next 40 years
this field will be explored solely from this aspect. We establish a new living biotope as a new (artificial) substrate with cliffs,
skerries and islands, new coastal lines, beach zones, wet lands and beach fields.
In the era of Nordhavnen this ‘Archipelago of Biodiversity’ will be life giving. Seafood will be cultivated here,
- seaweed, sea tangle, algae, shells will fasten themselves and give life to aquatic organisms. This will constitute a
preparatory landscape, available to the entire Øresund metropolis early on in Nordhavnen’s era. The northeastern
delineation of the eventual filling for a container port will be part of this archipelago. It is this new seascape, which will
become Copenhagen’s first meeting with storm, climatic change and an increasing sea level. The principle for land filling is to
establish the outer borders of the filling to let new bottom biotopes develop without being disturbed by later land fillings.
This new littoral landscape is also a place for ecological processes dealing with recycling of biological waste material
and energy production. Research institutions and schools will thus find their natural place in this landscape and seascape,
the new coast of Copenhagen.

The Spatial Concept - a Pattern that Connects
In the encircling of a possible urban condition, Excentral Park defines and delimits the built-up structure. The coming
built structure is launched as the ‘1001 Crossings’ Urbanity’; streets, paths, passages, bridges criss crossing
the total field of Nordhavnen. A hyper-availability of all the spaces of Nordhavnen can unfold – in time. As Points of
Departure these future connectors can be part of an initial cartography connecting the evolving Excentral Park, a
possible space to come.

EXP - Excentral Park
archipelago of biodiversity

A possible parallel is found in Gilles Deleuze’s description of children’s mental mapping of their surroundings. In such
cartography imaginary and real places will blend, sometimes intertwined and sometimes laminated on each other. Deleuze
states that the distribution of affects constitutes an intensity chart. Such an intensity chart is about something coming
into existence – a genesis (ref. Sven-Erik Klinkmann). Nordhavnen must move towards a future heteropia, which in
Foucault’s definition means spaces that have more layers of meaning or relationships to other places than immediately
meet the eye. In general, a heterotopia is a physical representation or approximation of a utopia.
In the Structure Plan the appearing built-up urbanity is never shown as ‘the complete picture’. In this lies the fact that the
built structure as a point of departure is launched as a fluid situation, with a structural generality that will develop Points
of Departure with such an impact that extremely hybrid configurations, programme fusions and architectonical
concepts can and must take place. The simple departure of the plan is a potential of over 3 million built square meters 3Mm² - which the programme wishes to have illuminated – this has been modeled as a density model with an average of
5 floors where both lower units as well as denser and higher concentrations. Streets, conducts and a variety of small urban
spaces appear and take shape within the structure.

8-30 stories
4-8 stories
3-6 stories
2-5 stories

The Spine - of layered movements
Where all speeds meet

3Mm²

Pattern that Connects
1001 crossings urbanity

The Spine is a multi layered field of movement at the same time as it is a multi programmed park structure, inviting all
aspects of civil facilities and functions. The park structure of the Spine invites and is designed for all kinds of movement and
their interactions and attached functions. There are uncertainties in the programme dealing with traffic problems to the new
Nordhavnen. A car tunnel with connection to Amager highway has yet to find funding, but one assumes this will come. A bus
line must be established before the metro, but we must, in a future urban development of this type, assume for certain that
the metro, or lightrail, will be a fact. The bicycles will arrive massively and the programme’s ambition is 30% distribution
between these three movements. In the light of today’s urban situation in Copenhagen, this can be perceived as relatively
defensive numbers in an unknown future.
The main road structure will therefore, once in Nordhavnen’s era, have an exit from a tunnel/culvert in the middle of the Spine.
The culvert will also service the future cruise port with direct exit. The internal main road net in the area lies underneath an
inner, constructed landscape (infrastructural middle land). At the start of Nordhavnen’s development the area will be serviced
from the main road net to the south. After the establishment of the new culvert, car traffic will mainly be distributed centrally
in the Nordhavnen.
In the basic structure, the Pattern that Connects, car traffic have the lowest priority in the hierarchy of movement. This means
that all hard surfaces have priority for walking and cycling, and that all car traffic in the Nordhavnen road net has
low speed. Car parking is concentrated near the metro stations in this central spine.
The metro, when introduced, will be connected to Nordhavnen station, and will be established partly under, partly over
ground in a long loop all the way to the Archipelago of Biodiversity, turn and pass the cruise port and return towards
Nordhavnen station. The metro is a communication structure, but it has also a pedagogical dimension, which gives the
traveller a unique possibility to experience the city, the ocean and the ecological project of Nordhavnen.

Spine - of layered movements
where all speeds meet
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Energy Space
Our conceptual approach on sustainable energy solutions will give form and content on all levels in the epoch of Nordhavnen.
The principle for local production of energy from renewable sources, appears as a possible topography of sustainability in the
structure plan.
The ‘anchoring’ of the energy production of Nordhavnen to its local sea bottom through an aquifer system, takes shape as
‘stations’ in the appearing Nordhavnen landscape and adds to this ‘topos of sustainability’.
Organic waste is transformed to energy through a localbiogas refinery - situated on the Energy Island which is
introduced in the Archipelago of Biodiversity. Non-organic waste is sorted in fractions and recycled. A variety of
small scale and bigger scale initiatives combines local conditions where the global goal is to reuse and process materials
which otherwise get lost.

Eco-hubs are located and find shape as topographical points in the Excentral Park, supporting all these activities and
systems. Innovative solutions on rainwater management appear as additions to the urban condition, as channels and
formations in the streets, paths and parks.
These built aspects of our energy approach in the urban scale creates visible guidelines for the urban condition, and will
identify the urban community in Nordhavnen, as elements in this basic structure - Energy Space.

commercial facilities/
district shopping centre/off ices
eco hub
community centre/
schools/kindergardens
major indoor sport arena/sport mountain
sound barriere against cruise harbour
mixed housing/local retail/
workshops

Searching the Points of Departure
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What if? – errors and disturbances in the plan and the process
As a start of the development in Nordhavnen the creation of Points of Departure (PoDs) is a basic part of the approaching
strategy. Depending of the success of these PoDs, the unforeseen future can follow many paths and patterns. The structural
plan is adaptive to what will come but what we don’t know about to day. The plan process demands openness and ability to
take on what ever interesting that might come in its way.
Example 1: The huge industry hall north in Nordhavnen might be of great interest for different creative sub cultures, art and
theatre, young people, schools or similar activities. In the plan we propose a program for a school in the same area. The school
program will either be established as proposed in the structural plan, or the school facilities will move to the old and rebuilt
industry hall, and be incorporated within already established cultural programs.
Example 2: In addition to some small, early established enclaves - PoDs - there is a possibility to use existing green fields
as small gardens, urban farming and allotments. The coming urban fabric will enter these fields in possibly different ways.
Depending on the strength and the value of the enclaves and the garden fields, the PoDs will then propose different levels of
resistance to the future urban fabric, that will have to adjust the structure according to what it meets - give it feedback.
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Seven Reminders for Nordhavnen
1 Uncertainty and economic flexibility
By lifting the landscape to the foreground throughout the entire plan’s time span, Nordhavnen is given identity and attraction.
A superior focus on landscape through landscape projects as Points of Departure, landscape events, and a continuous
processing of the landscape prior to the constructed, charges the landscape with new energy to face novel
types of influences as urban development, establishments of ports etc.
By basing the development upon a ‘lignes de fuite’-model (ref. Deleuze), working with traces, movements, conversations,
experiences, notions, conflicts, strengths, competences and capacities, the plan will be kept open for interpretations, instead
of proposing closed and fixed images. A future complex planning strategy for Nordhavnen could be developed to work within
these structures and become more open and inviting than ordinary, linear and hierarchical plans.
2 Emergence of the unpredictable
The scope in a planning process is to discover potential for, and forces of, change, in the city itself or in other unpredictable
places – this will of course also be the case in Nordhavnen.
An investigation of an unknown future based on bricolage tactics, openness, invitation and speculation can be launched for
Nordhavnen. Developing an inviting planning strategy as a tool, is basically a matter of surveying, discovering, evaluating
what might come in our way, preparing the plan for unknown futures, and graft the plan with meaning and competence.
By introducing elements from an unpredictable future resistance (PoDs) early on in the plan, a broad and differentiated basis
for the coming planning process will be developed.
3 Weak voices and the new expertise
“It is important to identify the lacks in representation, what and who is/are not represented, and to not only make them visible,
but to use this opportunity as creative potential to benefit previously invisible actants” 			
(Jean Hillier)
Engaging a broad diversity of all kind of competent voices that are rarely heard in planning processes, gives an enlargement
of the democratic dimension of a traditional plan. Creating different arenas for debates and broad experimentation forms the
basis for developing new knowledge and finally a more advanced foundation for decisions. Through this new expertise and
the weak voices, one accumulates a two-way projection where global phenomena and local conditions leave imprints.
4 The global dimension
Nordhavnen is neighbour to a new UN-building, in itself a reminder and an invitation.
Herein lies a possible programmatic encirclement, which may open Nordhavnen to the true unpredictability, as awareness of
environmental destruction, climatic change, and demographical changes both globally and regionally.
This is a new political consciousness that can be implemented in Nordhavnen, and where the process and the place might
have a unique position as an Icon of Sustainability – as a free port of a different kind.
5 How to keep the ambitions alive
To avoid compromization of the concept and idea Nordhavnen rests on the ability and will to always allow the landscape
and the seascape to be the foreground of the concept. Strategically, in our view, Nordhavnen belongs to the entire Øresund
metropolis. The place has large accessibility and may function without built structures and with such a dynamic landscape
strategy it might absorb vast spectre of insecurities and uncertainties related to the character of Nordhavnen – it continuously
advances on the concept sea park and the new coast. We maintain this to be one of the fundamental strategic statements.
6 A realm of creativity and new ideas
Actors’ Theatre Nordhavnen: One must establish a universe of ideas beyond the field of thought of the developerinstitution. In our strategy the programming of Nordhavnen and the development strategy must constantly be charged
with new knowledge. It is possible to see this project as ‘a work of art – in progress’.
Such a project transgresses the event-based organization of City & Port, and demands a new structure for creative curating.
A comprehensive and open plan process and dialogue offers an opportunity for communication and accumulation of
knowledge that is difficult to achieve in more traditional and linear processes. It is a condition for the plan process to bring
out a new recognition, challenging its risk of conservation and limitation.
7 The concept of sustainability
The research site Nordhavnen points in two main international directions: it addresses every possible interpretation of
programs executed by the UN’s human operations, plus all aspects of the ocean changes, where the pathological picture of
the Øresund Strait and the Baltic sea is particularly stressed.
The concept of Nordhavnen embraces all levels of the global and ecological challenges and makes this an exemplary project
for edge research and edge technology in a wider sense.
The plan is implemented with deep ecological solutions for urban space, urban ways of life, energy production, heating,
waste disposal, rainwater management, urban-ecology, urban sea front biotopes etc. Plans for nearly 100% closed circuits
are developed in Nordhavnen, where the end product is energy or compost.
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Archipelago of Biodiversity 1003 years of danish landscape
tradition challenging a fluid
situation

1001 connections
criss crossing the field

skog

skog

skog

skog

Points of Departure - intermediate
landscapes, urban agriculture, free
enclaves and urban woods

One time in the epoch
of Nordhavnen awaiting the container terminal?

edge dynamics

PFA

PFA

Excentral Park - creates the first
step of the urban condition in
Indre Nordhavn

500m

skog

skog

Points of Departure - using everything
that comes in our way
PFA

points of departure, existing buildings
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indoor swimming pool

docken culture quay

café

allotment
gardens

point of departure
theatre

mixed housing/local retail

free enclave

development plan 1:6000

points of departure
temporary urban agriculture

kindergarden/
community centre

tennis
mixed housing/local retail
gardens

side by side in Indre Nordhavn

school
house boat marina

point of departure
woods

café

mixed housing/local retail

park gym

points of departure
forest
free enclave
football f ield

skate park

eco hub

metro station
arboretum
service unit

lilac bower
dense urban programs
commercial facilities
city district shopping centre
off ices

kindergarden

kindergarden/community centre

eco hub
non organic waste recycling
café quay

sports mountain on top of
inndoor sport arena

mixed housing/local retail

amphi theatre

gardens
house boat marina
cherry grove

allotment
gardens

f loating gardens

day cruise quay
retail/workshops

rain water pond

sport f ield

sand sport

café quay
park gym

petting farm
silent garden

pond

retail/workshops

gardens

beehives

park gym
mixed housing/local retail/workshops
kindergarden

meditation /
viewpoint pier

rubber asphalt
play mountain
swimming pool
retail/workshops
f loating gardens

sport

market square
café quay

fruit tree
garden

metro station

mixed housing/local retail/workshops
Århusgade

kindergarden/
community centre

kindergarden/
community centre

eco hub
waste recycling/second hand market
redesign centre

gardens
retail/workshops

sport

house boat marina
café quay

f loating gardens

Nordhavnen station

Indre Nordhavn soft edge
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the pattern that connects meets the spine

a visitors’ place of the first order

excentral park - edge dynamics

the spine and the layered park as seascape

excentral park and floating market in dialogue with UN

the spine and the appearing metro
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The Development Plan

Points of departure – the landscape as foreground
The realization of Indre Nordhavn begins in a relative simultaneity with Excentral Park, in the inner
part as points and fields, and in the larger Nordhavnen-image furthest away in the Archipelago of
Biodiversity. The landscape as foreground, and an idea of a continuous processing of one’s own
landscape, are basic reflections from the beginning, and in the plan’s entire time span.
Pre-existing buildings and landscapes are included as Points of Departure.
The programming and the realization of Indre Nordhavn’s Excentral Park are the beginning of a
situationist approach which here concretely means two large landscape architectural competitions.
The formative structure of the landscape of Indre Nordhavn is developed before the built up structure takes
place.
The built structure and the Pattern that Connects
The stage-by-stage diagrams for Indre Nordhavn assign project clusters, which embody a large openness to
experiment, and which each one can be developed through programmatic ambitions with great variations in
typology, inner structure and heights.
These are highlighted pieces on the game board of Indre Nordhavn where several milieus might open up for
completely new discourses about architecture, urban landscape and seascape.
Yet another stratum of structure is a net of smaller urban spaces in the built up enclaves adding to the
structure of streets, places and paths; the Pattern that Connects.
lunchtime as point of departure

Movement and the Spine
Political resolutions, financing, design and the implementation of the Spine can set off relatively
independently from the realization of the parks and the built structures of Indre Nordhavn. The area has an
open programming of urban stations and public facilities.

the pleasures of rainwater management

Energy space in Indre Nordhavn
The recycling station belongs to this first phase, as part of the basic landscape, and
the waste transfer station along the day cruise quay is established. The underground well, Aquifer phase1,
for seasonable storage of water, is part of this. The rainwater management system is operating
and informs every built project and landscape. Energy and waste are connected and distributed through a
continuous web throughout the whole Nordhavnen.
Programatic approach
Indre Nordhavn is in a local dialogue with and in a continuation of Østerbro’s shopping areas, parks
and community centre. In Copenhagen, and nationally, the development of the New Coast will be a
programmatic feature that will attract the localisation of several functions, within industry, research and
teaching in Nordhavnen. Internationally the change of the oceans and its encounter with our cities and
coasts is a central theme, and Nordhavnen might become a plausible place for international investment.
With the UN as its neighbour Nordhavnen might enter into a dialogue which programmatically explores
functions, events and investments in a politically opening point of view.
As coast location open to experimentation and re-thinking, will there in Nordhavnen’s era exist habitats and
life forms not previously experienced, which might find their localization here.
edge dynamics as urban condition

swan lake in excentral park
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edge dynamics
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edge dynamics
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edge dynamics
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edge dynamics
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section 1:1500
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section 1:1500
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section 1:1500
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Entering Nordhavnen
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Recycling store
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Challenging the unbalance

Closing the circle of energy

Local production with a regional
perspective

Cool summer and warm winter

Waste to energy

Local production with a regional perspective
All required energy for heating, cooling and
electricity in Nordhavnen is produced in the area.
The main sources of energy come from aquifer
systems, biomass and the sun. To create a robust
energy system the small local initiatives are
gathered by a larger network. The regional energy
system serves as the accumulation reserve.
At times when local energy demand is low the
excess production of energy is used by others
outside the community, and vice versa.

Scandinavia are optimal for seasonal storage
of water into natural aquifers in the lime stone.
A total of 5 aquifer systems - with each two
water storage wells - will be connected to the
district heating grid of Nordhavnen. They are
built in approximately five phases alongside the
development and will cover the need for heating
and cooling in the entire Nordhavnen area.

underground networks to a fermentation facility
in the north. A biogas refinery for Nordhavnen
is developed in the north to convert the local
organic waste to energy on site. The black water
is connected to the same fermentation plant to
increase energy outtake from the organic waste.
The filtered biogas will be processed in a gas
turbine to generate electricity and it will also
provide biogas at fuel stations in the Nordhavnen.

The transfer station will be an icon for reuse of
material and sustainable solutions. Everything that
can be reused on site such as building materials
or furniture will begin a new circle of life.

A wallpaper of solar cells and a roof landscape
of wind chimneys
Around Nordhavnen solar cells will be used for
local initiatives and to cut the top consumption of
electricity. They also serve as important symbolic
features as they send a message of sustainable
awareness. Furthermore, as the houses become
less energy consuming over time the small scale
energy sources become more attractive.
The wind energy production is solved by small
scale initiatives or by taking part in a larger park
for the new Copenhagen coast development.

Cool summer and warm winter
The geotechnical conditions in this part of

From the kitchen table to street light
The organic waste is today 1/3 of total household
waste, an effective source of energy given the
right conditions. The organic waste is grinded at
the source, transported in a vacuum system in

Every straw is used
All material is reused. An underground vacuum
system, parallel to the organic waste, transports
recyclable waste to a transfer station in the area.

Rainwater management in urban area
Evaporation 40%

Raingarden
Green roofs use 30%
Roofwater Runoff 30%

Constructed wetland
Roof surface area, ca. 50%

Capture / Redistribute / Re-Use
ca. 7500m3 /month

Capture in underground tanks

Evaporation 40%

Blue lines

Green areas use 30%

Ground surfaces area, ca. 50%

Streetwater Runoff 30%

Clean / Redistribute / Re-Use
ca. 7500m3 /month

Redistribute through blue lines

Rainwater tanks

area

action

Urban area

Capture
Redistribute
Re-Use
Clean

Excentral park Cleaning
Re-Use

irrigation of gardens with a fixed bottom

All leftover recyclable waste is transported to a
regional recycling plant and the solid burnable
waste to a power plant. The ambition is to use
biogas driven boats for shipping to reduce
traffic congestion. The need for heavy transport
in Nordhavnen is thereby minimised and the
recycling is optimized for the users. The power
produced from the solid burnable covers a
substantial part of the electricity consumption.

Rainwater management
The Rainwater management is based on two
principles: the water from the roofs provide a
relatively clean source captured in a closed
system, to be reused for irrigation of gardens,
parks and sport fields. Water from all paved
surfaces is redirected with a network of water
lines to rain water gardens and wetlands. The
storm water runoff from the streets is cleaned
before it enters the blue lines with the help of
planted swales. This concept opens for collecting
rainwater from roofs, as ‘water basins in the
hoods’, waterlines in the Pattern that Connects
and water fields in Excentral Park.

blue line redistributes water to raingarden
Localized planted swales
filter streetwater run-off

Discharge of excess
roofwater in sea

Underground storage tanks
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highrise and courtyards
4-40 floors / 100 000 m2

criss crossing urban interiors
4-12 floors / 100 000 m2

urban piece to be challenged
4-6 floors / 100 000 m2

complexities and contradiction
10-40 floors / 100 000 m2

variation on urban block
9-16 floors / 100 000 m2

Volume studies in the urban pattern - variations over equal density
Program and volume studies
A total mass of 900 000m2 in Indre Nordhavn is studied in our concept and
3D-model with an average of five floors. The base model can be explored from
diverse viewpoints, different options: both as a study of smaller, selected parts,
enclaves in the structure and seen in the larger field of built-up mass, in time.
The program study illuminates an estimate of 10 000 inhabitants and 10 000
workplaces in Indre Nordhavn. The total floor area to be developed in the
entire Nordhavnen is estimated to be 3 million m2 including all programs, -not
including programming in the Archipelago of Biodiversity.

Program calculations for Indre Nordhavn and Nordhavnen fully developed
Undeveloped Nordhavnen site
1.250.000 m2

archipelago of
biodiversity
1.080.000m2
47m2 green p.p.

Phase1
Total floor area

park 270.000 m2

900.000 m2

park 800.000m2

Fully developed Nordhavnen
Total floor area
3.000.000 m2

sports outside 36.000m2
offices 1.000.000m2

sports outside 16.000 m2

40.000 workplaces

offices 300.000 m2
10.000 workplaces

education
& daycare 25.000 m2

residential 530.000 m2

education
& daycare 90.000m2
residential 1.650.000m2
40.000 residents

10.000 residents

sports inside 80.000m2

sports inside 20.000 m2

culture 60.000m2

culture10.000 m2
new retail 6.000 m2
eco hub 9.000 m2

eco hub 60.000

new retail 60.000m2
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parkland /
arboretum

woods

beech

birch

bol. chrysenteron

daffodils

field maple

willow

meadow /
grassland

wood cranesbill spartina maritima

clover

grape hyacinth

daisies

beach

sublittoral

seakale

sea lettuce

sea rocket

scurvy grass

delesseria s.

caryophyllaceae

sea-buckthorn

beach grass

sea aster

red algae

kelp

codium fragile

irish moss

bladder wrack

urban
agriculture
apples

basil

cabbage

flora

mycena abramsii

marsh /
wetlands

fauna

red oak

white anemone

scotch pine

norwegian maple quaking aspen

hornbeam

four spot weaver

tawny owl

siskin

b. woodpecker european robin duke of burgundy

chaffinch

blackbird

red squirrel

sycamore

ash

cherry tree apple blossom

dark red helleborine common hazel

small tortoiseshell garden spider

black slug

blue tit

small white

red admiral

goldfinch

nuthatch

common toad

flowering rush swamp ragwort spotted orchid

black alder

common frog

grey heron

red necked grebe

hippuridaceae purple loosestrife

black stork

green hawker

mallard

swallow

otter

swan

poppy

common groundsel red fescue

common mallow bull thistle

common redshank

hare

n. hawkweed

peacock butterfly

common crane green underside blue mole

hedgehog

grey bush cricket

bank vole

shore crab

gull

blue mussel

tufted duck

dalmatian pelican ringed plover

northern gannet

oystercatcher common cockle

knotted kelp

palmaria palmata toothed wrack channelled wrack

sea slug

moon jellyfish

deadmans finger coral

sea urchin

trout

mackerel

spiny spider crab

whitebeaked dolphin cod

carrots

potatoes

rosemary

pear

oregano

onion

mazarin blue

ladybird

bumblebee

chickens

honeybee

pig

goat

rabbit

domestic turkey

BioMatrix for the landscapes and seascapes of Nordhavnen
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On the roof
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